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INTRODUCTION 
Let f be a finite field of characteristic p. Let .% be an almost f-simple, 
simply connected, algebraic group defined over f. For any f-subgroup A? of 
.Y, we shall denote by R(f) the finite group of f-rational points of Z, and 
shall consider Q/Z as an R(f)-module with trivial X(f)-action. Let 
G = F(f). 
Let J be the p-primary component of Q/Z, and J’ be the sum of all prime- 
to-p primary components of Q/Z. Then Q/Z = JO J’, and the Schur 
multiplier H2(G, Q/Z) is the direct sum of H*(G, J) and H*(G,J’). The 
subgroup H2(G, J) is the p-primary component of the Schur multiplier of G; 
we shall call it the wild component of the Schur multiplier, and H2(G, J’), 
which is the sum of prime-to-p primary components of the Schur multiplier, 
the tame component. 
It is a classical result of Schur (41 that the tame component of the Schur 
multiplier of SL(2, 5) is trivial for any finite field 5. Griess has proved [3 1 
that the Schur multiplier of SU(3, 5) is trivial. We shall use these two results 
and the Tits building of Y/f to give a new proof of the following theorem of 
Steinberg [6, 71 and Griess [ 31. 
THEOREM. The tame component of the Schur multiplier of G is trivial. 
Remark. It is known ([3, 6, 71; see also [91) that except for finitely 
many groups, the wild component of the Schur multiplier of G is trivial too. 
1. Let Y be a maximal f-split torus of ? and let ,Y’ be the centralizer 
of ,Y in .V. Then since .Y is quasi-split over f, i.e., it has a Bore1 subgroup 
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defined over f (Lang’s theorem 11, Proposition 16.6]), ?7’ is a (maximal) 
torus and it is obviously defined over f. 
Let @ be the set of roots (or f-roots) of .Y with respect to .Y’. We fix a 
Bore1 subgroup .59 defined over f and containing 5’. This induces an ordering 
on @; let @’ be the set of roots positive with respect to this ordering and A 
(CC@’ ) be the set of simple roots. 
For a subset 0 of A, let ,9”@ be the connected component of the identity in 
n oeB Ker a. Let, Ho be the centralizer of .Y” in 9, and let ,Yo = (. &, Ro) 
be the derived subgroup. Then, Ho is a connected reductive f-subgroup, .Yo is 
a semi-simple simply connected f-subgroup and f-rank .Vo = #O. Let 
,& = .7 n ,Z,. Then <7, is a maximal f-torus of ,$A. In case 0 is a singleton 
{a), we shall denote ,‘g@, Ho and r7, also by .%, YO and ,W,, respectively. 
For every a E A, .YO is a simply connected semi-simple f-subgroup of f-rank 1 
and hence there is a finite field extension f, of f such that .Z, is f-isomorphic 
to either R!JSL,,tO) or RtO,,(SU,,,J (12: 6.21ii 1; recall that for any finite 
field 5, a simply connected absolutely almost simple s-group of s-rank 1 is 
S-isomorphic to either SL,,, or SU,,, ). It follows from this observation that 
TO := ,7Jf) is a cyclic group. 
2. Since .$ is simply connected, ,P is a direct product of the ,YO 
(a E A), and C7o is a direct product of the .TO with a E 0. Now it is obvious 
that .A’-o is a semi-direct product of ,W, and ,$A _ o . 
For any subset 0 of A, let ..P denote the parabolic f-subgroup generated 
by ~7~~ and ~9, and %@ be its unipotent radical. Then WY =, HA me . ?<+ 
(semi-direct product), and as, HA-o = ,Yo . .Yt, -o, R.4 = ,W, . ,gA -o . so. 
3. For 0 c A and a E A, let G, = 55@(f), M, = Ho(f), U, = #o(f), 
,P = w+7f), G, = .Va,(f). and B =,9(f). We shall denote ,a,P also by .P. 
It is known [ 81 that for any 0 c A, the normalizer of .P in G (=.Z (1)) is 
,P, and 0 ++ .P is an inclusion reversing bijection from the power set of A 
on to the set of subgroups of G which contain B. Moreover, .P is conjugate 
in G to .,P if and only if 0 = 0’. 
We recall now that the Tits building of ,5/f is a simplicial complex: Its 
vertices are the maximal proper parabolic f-subgroups of .Z and a set 
(.G )...)’ <“,) of distinct vertices is an s-simplex if and only if 0,: O .+ is a 
parabolic subgroup. There is a natural action of G (=.Z (f)) on the Tits 
building, induced by the conjugation action of G on itself. 
In the sequel, we shall say that a subgroup of G is a parabolic subgroup if 
it is the group of f-rational points of a parabolic f-subgroup of .Z. 
There is a natural bijective correspondence between the set of simplices of 
the Tits building of .5/f and the set of proper parabolic subgroups of G; it is 
described as follows: To any simplex of the building we associate its isotropy 
subgroup. 
From the fact that the normalizer of .P in G is precisely .P, and for 
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0 c A, .P is contained in exactly #O maximal proper parabolic subgroups 
of G, it follows that the set of s-dimensional simplices in the Tits building of 
.2/f is G-equivariantly parametrized by U,o=,+ 1 G/,P. 
4. Now let C’ be the group of simplicial i-cochains of the Tits building 
of .3/f, with coefficients in J’. Since G acts simplicially on the building, C’ is 
a G-module. It is evident from the above that as a G-module, 
C’ E @#oEi+, Ind~#‘); where IndzQ’) denotes the G-module induced from 
the trivial &module J’. 
Now we recall that according to a well-known theorem of Solomon and 
Tits IS], the Tits building of F/f is of homotopy type of a bouquet of 
(finitely many) spheres of dimension r - 1, where r = dim .Y = f-rank .?. 
Hence, except for the 0th and (r - l)th cohomology groups, all the other 
(simplicial) cohomology groups of the building are zero. We shall denote the 
(r - 1)th cohomology group of the building of .?/I, with coefficients in J’, 
by St (St for Steinberg). The action of G on the building induces an action 
on St; we shall view St as a G-module under this action. 
Let %’ be the unipotent radical of the Bore1 subgroup .3 and let U = e(f). 
It is known [5] that St, considered as a U-module, is isomorphic to the 
induced module Indt;,,(J’). Using this, it can be shown that St” = 
H’(G, St) = (0). 
As 
o--+J’+c”-+c’+..~ -+C’-‘*St-O 
is exact, it is a G-module resolution of J’. Associated with this resolution, 
there is a spectral sequence converging to H*(G,J’), whose @j-term (to be 
denoted by E:’ in the sequel) is the ith cohomology of the following 
complex: 
0 + H’(G, Co) -+ H’(G, C’) + . . - + Hj(G, Cr-‘) + H’(G, St) -+ 0. 
Since for i < r - 1, C’ z @,o= i+ , Indt#‘), it follows from Shapiro’s 
lemma that Hj(G, Ci) is isomorphic to @#e=i+, Hj(,P, J’). Hence, Ef.’ is 
isomorphic to the ith cohomology of the following complex: 
0 -+ @ H&P, J’) + @ H&P, J’) + a.. --t Hj(B, J’) -+ H’(G, St) + 0. 
#@=I #8=2 
5. Since H’(,P, J’) = J’ for all 0 c A, it is obvious that 
O+J’-+ @ HO&&J’)+ @ H”(eP,J’)+-. +H’(B,J’)+O 
#@=I #8=2 
is the augmented simplicial cochain complex of an (r - 1).dimensional 
simplex, with coefficients in J’, and hence it is exact. Now as H’(G, St) = 
St’ = {O), we have the following: 
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LEMMA A. For all i > 0, E)’ is trivial. 
LEMMA B. Let 3 be a simply connected semi-simple group defined over 
f and let H = Z’(f). Then Hom(H, J’) is trivial. 
Proof It is well known that since 2 is simply connected and quasi-split 
over f, H is generated by its unipotent elements and hence H/(H, H) is a p- 
group; here (H, H) denotes the commutator subgroup of H. Now as J’ has 
no p-torsion, Hom(H, J’) is trivial. 
We shall now prove the following. 
LEMMA C. Assume that r > 1. Then for i < r - 1, Et’ is trivial. 
Proof In view of the description of Eij given in Section 4 above, to 
prove the lemma, it suffices to show that the complex 
o+ @ H’(@P,J’)+ @ H’(eP,J’)+.. -H’(V’)+O (*) 
#@=I #@=2 
is exact. 
We recall that for any 0 c A, o P is a semi-direct product JA me + go, 
and ,HApe is a semi-direct product ,&, . .VA PO. Hence, .P = o’ r’(f) = 
T, . G,p, . U,. As So is a unipotent group, U, is a finite p-group; hence 
since J’ has no p-torsion and ,X-o is simply connected, we conclude, using 
Lemma B, that H’&P,J’) (=Hom(,P,.P)) is naturally isomorphic to 
Tg := Hom(T,, J’). Hence the complex (*) is equivalent to the following 
complex: 
To prove its exactness, we remark that since T, is a direct product of the T, 
(a E O), Tg = 0 ac8 T,*, where T,* = Hom(T,, J’). Now for a E A, consider 
the relative simplicial cochain comples gO of the pair (A, A - {a}), with coef- 
ficients in the abelian group T,*, where A denotes the (r - 1).simplex with 
vertices a, b,..., (Ed) and A - {a} is its (r - 2)-dimensional face obtained by 
omitting the vertex a. Since r > 1, EO is exact for all a E A. It is easily seen 
that the complex F is just the direct sum @ acA FO, and hence it is exact. 
This proves the lemma. 
6. Now in case r > 1, in view of Lemmas A and C, we conclude that 
H2(G,J’) is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
Ei%2 = Ker @ H’(,P, J’) + 
#8-l 
#g2 H2(& J’)). 
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In particular, the natural map 
H2(G, J’) -+ @ H2(/, J’) 
CZCZA 
is injective. 
Since ,P = MA-, . U,, and U, is a finite p-group and J’ is a torsion 
group with no p-torsion, the restriction homomorphism H’(,P, J’)- 
Hi(MAwe, J’) is an isomorphism for all i. Since T, is cyclic (Section 1) and 
J’ is divisible, H*(T,, J’) is trivial. Also, according to Lemma B, 
ff’(GA-,a,, J’) (=Hom(G,-,,, , J’)) is trivial. Using these observations we 
conclude from the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence that the 
restriction H2(MA-,a,, J’) -t H’(G,-,,, , J’) is injective. Hence, 
H’(G, J’)* @ H2(GA-1,1, J’) 
OEA 
is injective. 
7. We shall now prove the theorem by induction on r. In case r = 1, 
there is a finite extension 5 of f such that .%’ is f-isomorphic to either 
RdSL2,8) or R5,@J3,d Hence, G (=.Y(f)) is isomorphic to either 
SL(2,5) or SU(3,g) and the theorem follows from the results of Schur and 
Griess mentioned in the Introduction. 
We assume that r > 1 and that the theorem is proved for all simply 
connected almost simple f-groups of f-rank <r - 1. Now let R be a simply 
connected semi-simple f-group of f-rank <r - 1 and H = W(f). Then .;%” is a 
direct product of its connected almost f-simple normal f-subgroups, and 
using Lemma B we conclude immediately that H2(H, J’) is trivial. Now as 
.&I, is a simply connected semi-simple f-group of f-rank r- 1, and 
G d-(ot = .Vi-,&), H2(GA-la,, J’) = (O), and the triviality of H*(G, J’) 
follows from Section 6 at once. 
Nore added in proof: The above proof was inspired by an unpublished joint work of the 
author with M. S. Raghunathan in which Tits’ building was used to get an upper bound on the 
“wild” component of H&(F(k), Q/Z); w h ere .? is a semi-simple simply connected algebraic 
group defined over a nonarchimedean local field k. 
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